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ABSTRACT

Life continually ceases to exist, making death a mysterious frontier
that even learned people have been unable to grasp.

Death has been the

subject of all genres of literature where answers to this phenomena have
been infinitely scrutinized.

Within the last few decades, a curiosity

over the unknown dinensions of death has risen.
shared this curiosity.

Literature has also

In the late seventies, Michael Cristofer's The

Shadow Box adopted the theories of contemporary research and depicted three
social units adjusting to the dying process.
has been three-fold:

My purpose in this study

to compare other twentieth century plays on death and

dying to The Shadow Box, to explore the influence of modern philosophy on
death and dying in The Shadow Box and to evaluate the pedagogic effective
ness this play had through its production.
Three plays, Exit the King by Eugene Ionesco, All Over by Edward Albee
and I Never Sang For My Father by Robert Anderson, served as comparison mat
erial to The Shadow Box. I was interested in contrasting contemporary playwrighting philosophies on death and dying.

Primarily through the writings

of Elizabeth Kubler-Ross, I then followed methodology applicable to the
characters in the play.

I attempted to find patterns of thought and reaction

with social background as a major factor in their rationale.

My production

of The Shadow Box served as evidence of the production's philosophies and
effectiveness.
yi

The predominant emotion surrounding the dying patients proved
ultimately to be hope,

In all three environments the terminal patient

caused another person the pain of false hope.

It was also interesting

to note the role social background played in dealing with death.

The

rational, intellectual minds of cabin two fought the irrationality of
death.

The working class characters of cabin one and three insisted

on blind hope.

Using Elizabeth Kubler-Ross' five stages, I have

concluded that the dying person’s companions also experience these
emotions.

Most everyone eventually reaches acceptance and most are

reluctant to give up hope.
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CHAPTER I

MICHAEL CRISTOFER AS A DRAMATIST OF IDEAS

For approximately two hundred years we have experienced an industrial
revolution.

As people’s personal independence and individuality increased

because of scientific advancements, however, old-world family and community
customs have decreased.

Along with the passing of close-knit family and

community groups, people have begun to avoid the inevitable-—the finiteness
of their lives.

Possibly due also to America’s ’’melting pot" configuration,

anticipatory and bereavement customs concerning death have become diffused,
leaving death and dying practices inconceivable and awkward for most people.
Paul C. Rosenblatt in, Grief and Mourning In Cross-Cultural Perspective,
draws this conclusion:

Some social critics have argued that in America there is a consider
able denial of death. By this they mean that Americans tend to
behave as if people do not die, as if somebody who has died has
not died, or as if they themselves will not die. The implication
of these critics is that some kind of repression, some failure to
see compelling reality, is a part of the culture. (Rosenblatt 1976, 114)

Recently, considerable research has appeared on the subject of death
and dying, notably the studies of Elizabeth Kubler-Ross,

As a result,

colleges and universities are focusing on the natural phenomena of death
through classes that stimulate an awareness and acceptance of this final
eyent of life.
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Before the trend to formally study death and dying began, however,
dramatists wrote about this subject.
Box

Michael Cristofer's

The Shadow

is one contemporary example of a dramatist's intrigue with death.

The play deals with the many anxieties aroused by the dying process.
Adjustments to death and dying are debated through the dialogue of both
the living and dying characters.

The play's ambiguous resolution to its

conflicts, suggests a similar ambiguity felt by many people in related
circumstances.

The play's universal appeal and intricate character

development prompted its choice for a thesis.production.
This thesis explores the theme of death and dying through Cristofer's
play.

In Chapter One, the genre of didactic drama is discussed.

Com

parisons between The Shadow Box and three other contemporary plays
dealing with death and dying are drawn.

Chapter Two explores the

characters within The Shadow Box as they approach the acceptance of
death with particular reference to the theories of Elizabeth Kubler-Ross.
Chapter Three evaluates the effectiveness of my production of The
Shadow Box, and Chapter Four provides a summary of the preceding chapters.
From Greek and Medieval periods to the Expressionistic and AvantGarde theatre, people have been entertained and taught by philosophical
plays.

In modern drama, Ibsen, for example, exposed controversial ideas

far ahead of his time.

A woman leaving her husband to establish her

independence, (A Doll's House) was a scandalous topic provoking action
in women's suffrage participants.

Ibsen's didactic play, An Enemy

of the People, portrays a protagonist who causes his entire community
to turn against him.

He publically announces his discovery that the

town's main source of income, it's water, is slowly poisoning the
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patients who bathe there.

The -villagers become more concerned about

their own greedy wealth than the fatalities these springs could deliver,
thus, ideas of what is ethically right and wrong are debated dramatically.
George Bernard Shaw also wrote many plays that tried to persuade
audiences to accept socially controversial ideas.

Mrs. Warren’s

Profession, for example, resolves a conflict between a daughter and her
mother, a former prostitute.

More recent didactic plays deal with

sensitive subjects, such as lesbianism in Lillian Heilman’s The Child
ren's Hour.

All these idea plays involve themes that by contemporary

standards are still philosophically profound,

Ionesco states:

The quality of a work of art directly depends on how "alive"
philosophy is, on the fact that it springs from life and
not from abstract thought, A philosophical system withers
away as soon as a new philosophy or a new system goes a step
further. Works of art, however, which are live philosophies
do not invalidate one another. That is why they can co-exist,
(Ionesco 1964, 36)

Several approaches exist to the discovery of theme, often called
thought, idea or meaning.
analysis of the title.

The first and most obvious step taken is an

Play titles include a wide degree of differences,

but for the most part symbolic or metaphorical meaning can be drawn.
Francis Hodge, in fact, warns that "the danger in taking them to
literally would be over-simplification," (Hodge 19.71, 49)
The second step is finding the uses of philosophical thought
in the play.

Smiley states:

"The three loci of thought in relation to

drama are the playwright, the play, and the audience," (Smiley 19.71, 105)
The playwright chooses ways to reveal the ideas presented through
implication or dialogue.

Questions must be answered, such as, what
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causes the major conflict, what are the character's primary desires or
feelings, and what do characters say about themselves and others?

The

preliminary work should evolve from a director's examination of the ideas
to be presented and then the actor's building of a personalized reflec
tion of those ideas.

The audience, conceived by Smiley, includes any

mind included in the production of a play; spectator, critic, scholars,
students and casual reader.

Many times the audience does not receive

the exact same ideas the author intended, but it is the playwright's
and director's responsibility to make sure the intended thought is in the
play.

The themes of a play may have as many interpretations as there

are audience members.

Smiley claims that "heredity, education, age,

physical state, mental health, cultural traits" and many more factors
can determine a personalization of theme for any particular audience
member. (Smiley 1971, 108)

An audience participant must also examine

the play for intended ideas.
Plays on death and dying are not new.

Throughout the history of

dramatic literature, or any other literature for that matter, authors
have been perplexed, fascinated and bitter about the unknown dimensions
of death.

Between the anonymous play Everyman to John Millington

Synge's play Riders to the Sea, drama's interest in death and dying has
expanded with the public's fascination with this subject

(e.g., Blood

Wedding by Garcia Lorca, All the Way Home adapted from James Agee's
novel A Death in the Family, Ronald Ribman's Cold Storage, Krapp's Last
Tape by Samuel Beckett and Arthur Kopit's Wings, to mention a few
modern plays). In all drama dealing with death as a major theme,
characters seem to ask for some justification for the end of their
lives.

The unfairness of such an interruption in life dominates us
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until acceptance is reached.

One could only wish that Somerset

Maugham's recommendation were so easy to follow, "Death is a very dull,
dreary affair, and my advice to you is to have nothing whatever to do
with it." (Bolander 1969, 74)
Maugham's thoughts on death were not echoed in the ideas presented
in Eugene Ionesco's play Exit the King, Edward Albee's play All Over,
and Robert Anderson's play I Never Sang for My Father.

These three

writers explore a pattern of acceptance, grief, and guilt presented
as a didactic strategy to provoke thought in the audience.
The thrust of my research and exploration of these didactic plays
is to examine similar patterns between them and Cristofer's The Shadow
Box.

I will also be concerned with theatrical styles, plus comedic

and language devices.

In these fhree plays I will discuss Ionesco's

philosophy of mortality, Albee's concern with the ritual involved in the
act of dying and Anderson's sentiment for the elderly and dying in
America.
Clive Barnes reviewed a revival performance of Ionesco's Exit
the King in 1968 at the Lyceum theatre and generalized:
The themes of Ionesco's past plays run strongly through "Exit
the King." The empty wasteland of age that can be found in
"The Chairs," the futility of possesions and mere achievement,
or the final impossibility of nonconformity— all these pessimistic
jokes are here once more. (Barnes 1968a, 48)

Martin Esslin further comments on Ionesco's recurring use of the
death and dying theme, "In Ionesco's theatre death is always present
in the sense that the fear of extinction prevades its sense of being."
(Esslin 1969b, 177)

Ionesco captures, in his absurd style, validity
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in the King's anxiety over the coming of his unexpected death (even
though he has lived for two hundred and eighty-three years!)

The

absurd style satirizes people who haven't considered the possibility
of death.

Dialogue amplifies and at the same time empathizes with the

pathetic state-of-mind suddenly thrust upon many dying people.
despairingly says, "It hurts to move my arms, too.
starting?

No.

Does that mean it's

Why was I born if it wasn't forever?

What a joke, what a farce!" (Ionesco 1963a, 45)

The King

Damn my parents!

Nine pages later,

Ionesco universalizes, in a religiously-phrased monologue, the King's
need for support from others who have died before him:

Help me, you countless thousands who died before me! Tell me
how you managed to accept death and die. Then teach me! Let
your example be a consolation to me, let me lean on you like
crutches, likje a brother's arms. Help me to cross the threshold
you have crossed! Come back from the other side a while and help
me! Assist me, you who were frightened and did not want to go!
What was it like? Who held you up? Who dragged you there, who
pushed you? Were you afraid to the very end? And you who were
strong and courageous, who accepted death with indifference and
serenity, teach me your indifference and serenity, teach me
resignation! (Ionesco 1963, 54)

Ionesco soundly trumpets thoughts on dying that are considered taboo
by most people.

This bold, stylized handling of death accentuates the

human denial of the end of life.
Ionesco's absurd style works as an illuminating device through
a repetition of cliches.

For example, the King continually falls and

gets up to the cheering of his wives, servants and doctor; "Long live
the King!" and, "The King is dead!" is repeated again and again.
(Ionesco 1963, 28)

The sequence is reminiscent of a Punch and Judy show

where comedy turns from a mild vaudevillian act to a black and satirical
humor used to stress an idea; the helplessness of the human being.
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Eugene Ionesco covers a range of emotions a dying person
experiences in Exit the King and a number of his themes coincide with
those in The Shadow Box.

For instance, both plays voice a common fear—

the fear of the actual, death occurrence.

It has been speculated that the

fear of death may be several things: fear of what happens after
death, fear of the event itself, or fear of ceasing to be. It may
even be the fear of being unable to die. (Huntington 1979, 196)

The Doctor says to the King that "It is your Majesty's duty to die with
dignity." (Ionesco 1963, 40) Cristofer, through the character of Btian,
also anticipates the last moments before death, "that last fraction of a
second— when you know that the next fraction of a second— I can't seem
I

to fit that moment into my life . . . You're absolutely alone."
The subject of "hope" is discussed in both pieces of drama.

In

The Shadow Box Beverly and Agnes voice the pros and cons of hope when
being involved with a dying person.

Beverly understandingly tries to

arouse a change in Mark's attitude toward his lover's dying by saying,
"Hopes, baby.

That's what you got.

A bad case of the hopes." (74)

In the same play, Agnes speaks positively of her forged letters, "It's
something to hope for.

You have to have something.

thing to keep them going." (74)

People need some

Through Marie's character, Ionesco

similarly says, "But don't give up hope, there's still hope." (Ionesco
1963, 36)

In all three of these instances the playwrights are concerned

with being overly optimistic; naive optimism is often accompanied by pain.
■
’■Michael Cristofer, The Shadow Box (New York: Samuel French, Inc.,
1977), 43. All further references pertaining to this play will be noted
by page number in the actual text of this thesis.
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At one point, Ionesco's King reflects to his wife, Marguerite, about
the joys that a routine day with her has given him, and in Cristofer's
play, Maggie reveals the same feelings to her husband.

In Exit the King,

the Doctor charges the King with not recognizing the future:

"He never

looked ahead, he's alway lived from day to day." (Ionesco 1963, 37)
Maggie and Joe reveal that they are products of the same philosophy as
they realize that all the patio furniture and the paneling in the base
ment was acquired in vain— they were living as though their lives would
remain the same forever.

Ionesco's unsentimental criticism of society's

handling of death reflects many of the ideas presented in Cristofer's
The Shadow Box.

Ionesco and Cristofer take typical situations from the

dying cycle and in two very different styles try to show where people
become repeatedly trapped by ignoring the inevitability of death.
Edward Albee reached considerable popularity as a dramatist when
he was labeled the new American absurdist playwright during the early
1960s as his plays The Zoo Story, Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?, and
Tiny Alice were frequently produced.

C.W.E. Bigsby explains:

Albee has been jockeying for second place (after Shakespeare) in
the list of playwrights most produced on college campuses. In
1963-64, he held second place; in 1964-65, he was nosed out by
Ionesco. (Bigsby 1975, 13)

Most of Albee's critics are not in agreement on which stylistic clas
sification he belongs.

Martin Esslin recognizes Albee's realistic dia

logue but absurd tone. (Esslin 1970, 236)

C.W.E. Bigsby says he is not

an absurdist while Albee himself "describes his work as stylized
Naturalism." (Stenz 1978, 2)
In Albee's play, All Over, the dominant mood is similar to many
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of Harold Pinter's plays.

Action moves slowly as the characters on

stage wait— wait for the central character, who is never seen, to die.
The waiting that is so reflectively, and at the same time so actively
carried out, is representative of an old ritual performed for someone
who has already died— the wake.

Richard Huntington explains this

tradition:

The funeral
it is often
the funeral
a cathartic

service . . . has become fused with the wake, because
held on the same premises. Displays of emotion within
parlor are perfectly permissable, and appear to have
effect. (Huntington 1979, 202)

Indeed it is not the dying gentleman with whom Albee is concerned, but
the slow decay of the family who have come to distrust each other;
their insecurities are couched in this mutual distrust.
The ritualistic atmosphere that Albee's plays so often use (e.g.
Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?; Act I— "Fun and Games", Act II— "Walpurgisnacht", Act III— "Exorcism") are once again in All Over; Albee
gives a cathartic release to his characters and ultimately, to the aud
ience.

The play has comparatively few intense dramatic moments and

relies on the intriguing ceremony that is common to most American pre
burial rites.

Just as Ionesco captures the universality of a person

coping with accepting his own impending death, Albee shows people who
have begun accepting the death of another.

The ritual in All Over at

times becomes animalistic to the point that, "The family, including,
of course, the Mistress, regard the body as territory." (Barnes 1975d)
Each of the seven characters have opinions and advice to give about
the proper way to participate in this ceremony.

A discussion on the

body's burial or cremation, for example, takes place between the Mistress
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and the Wife.
Of all the characters, The Mistress is the most level-headed in the
play and functions as a calming effect.

She ponders the emotional stress

that the ritual of death includes:

It's all done at once, and you're empty; you go from that to
grief without the intervening pain. You can't suffer with a
man because he's dead; his dying, yes. The only horror in
participating is . . . well, another time. (Albee 1971, 69)

Could she be saying that the loneliness of death is the trauma people
can't deal with?

The Wife further exposes the self-centered fear that

the death rite provokes.

She states a similar fear as Maggie's in The

Shadow Box: "what will become of me . . . and me . . . and me."
(Albee 1971, 109)

The Daughter sees the entire ritual as hypocritical,

especially because of the Mistress's presence.

The Daughter is extremely

unnerved that her father's lover is in the same house where her parents
separated twenty years ago; it simply isn't proper.

She is concerned

with social etiquette— what the proper behavior should be at a wake
ceremony.

The Wife has gone through life not knowing the real cause

of her unhappiness.

But through the emotional release of this ritual,

she realizes that people must stop thinking only of themselves. The
Son comes to no prophetic understanding during the ritual; he is a pro
duct of "a father who was inaccessible and a mother who did not care."
(Stenz 1978, 116)

Albee explains:

You see, I write plhys about how people waste their lives.
The people in this play have not lived their lives,
that's what they're screaming about. (Flately 1971, 10)
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Edward Albee's use of comedy in his play, All Over fulfills
Bently's description that, "comedy, though not antisocial, might be
the individual's protest against the general mind . . . the surface . .
structure of modern society." (Bently 1967, 156)

The casual treat

ment that many situations receive in All Over gives a comedic tone.
This exchange between the Nurse and the Wife serves as an example:

Wife:

I don't believe a
single word you've
told us.

Nurse:

(Shrugs) I don't care.
(Returns to her place
by the bed) (Albee 1971, 29)

The humor is ironic and hard and has a biting edge that makes a point.
Although All Over was not the theatrical success that Virginia
Woolf was, the death and life conflict plus the presentation of the
disintegration of the American family are superbly rendered.

Albee has

captured the anxiety and fear common to groups of people practicing the
ritual of dying.

The Daughter and Son represent a part of society who

feels the need for death's solemnity.

The "wake" setting of the play

is a vehicle for them to recall the lack of love they feel the family
has provided.

The intensity of the situation surfaces the bitterness

and insecurity they now fling towards their mother.

At this point

the passage of time has worked positively for the Wife, the Mistress
and the Best Friend.

They accept the turmoil of the past as the neces

sary coping with life's injustices.

The characters of both The Shadow

Box and All Over experience an emotional evolution that leads to a
better understanding of the past and future of their lives.
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Robert Anderson's play, I Never Sang for My Father premiered in
New York on January 25, 1968.

Many of the reviews of this production

were favorable to the acting and the intent of the author but found
the overall play too sentimental.

Barnes commented:

A soap opera is a soap opera whichever way you slice the soap.
. . . It has the poignancy of a personal document. But the
poignancy of the situation, real enough and believable in all
conscience, is constantly betrayed by the over-obviousness and
sentimentality of genuine dramatic focus. (Barnes 1968b)

The major themes presented within the play are the dislike a guiltridden son may have for his father, and the hopelessness of the elderly
when their family deserts them.
children, Gene and Alice.

Margaret and Tom Garrison have two

The daughter has become an outsider

because her father doesn't approve of her Jewish marriage.

Gene's wife

died recently and he becomes increasingly obligated to his father's eld
erly status, especially when his mother dies during the course of the
play.

The conflict within the play centers around a child's hereditary

debt to a senile parent who cannot function as a self-supporting being.
The problem with older people in America is, as Ross describes,
"our youth-progress oriented society."

Milton Barron further expands

on this:

(An) underlying reason for the more conspicuous role of aging
in our society and, consequently, the enhancement of gerontologic
and geriatric activity, is that most individuals are not pre
pared or educated for old age, a situation that accentuates the
symptoms of their problems of aging. (Barron 1961, 8)

Because of society's avoidance of this issue, the playwright creates
sympathy for both sides— children have a responsibility to their aging
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parents and elderly parents should not become a burden to their children.
The dilemna has no easy answer but Anderson tries to persuade his aud
ience that this is a potential problem in many people's lives.
Margaret represents the sensible, nonassertive half of the marriage:
"And for your information, I have my old-lady's home all picked out.
That's what I want, so I won't be a burden to any of you."
37)
dom:

(Anderson 1968,

Tom is a pathetic burden to Gene and tries to curtail Gene's free
"If you were to go out there (California), I mean, to live, it

would kill your mother.
1968,18)

God you know you're her whole life."

(Anderson

Gene is caught in the middle with an enormous sense of obliga

tion to pacify his father's wishes.
During the play, Margaret dies and this furthers Gene's sense of
obligation.

Alice returns home for her mother's funeral and the two

try to persuade their father to get a housekeeper.

He refuses.

The

process that the family goes through with Margaret's death, reveals a
typical burial routine.

The family deals with the usual details, such as

choosing an undertaker while from the doctor they hear, "She's been
living on borrowed time for quite a while, you know."

(Anderson 1968,63)

Toward the end of the play Gene leaves and consequently his father
becomes an invalid.

Does the guilt ever stop for Gene?

The theme is

heavily underscored.
Agnes, from The Shadow Box is an obvious parallel to Gene.

Her

sense of guilt matches his to a point, but differs because she settles
down to live with it; where Gene does not.
care of his father when his mother dies.

Gene is propelled to take
Agnes is propelled to do the

same, but unlike Gene, she lives with a lie; that Claire is alive and
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that the incoming letters are forged for her mother's benefit.

The

frequent entrapment of human relationships made more pathetic and
binding by a dying relative is a major concern in The Shadow Box and
I Never Sang for My Father.
In each instance the plays on death and dying discussed in this
chapter, present characters who have not given enough thought to the
effects death forces them to face.

The playwrights featured present a

duel message— the unfair frustration that consumes people during death
and the harm that an ignorant knowledge of the event causes.

The sol

utions to the ideas presented within these plays are not an easy thing
and must stem from a society determined to educate its people.

The

abundance of contemporary plays with similar themes, suggest that inter
est continues.

The dramatic enaction of these ideas serves as an

effective media to present the issues.

CHAPTER II

DEVELOPMENT OF THESIS AND ANTITHESIS
WITHIN THE SHADOW BOX THROUGH CHARACTERIZATIONS

To illustrate character attitudes and the conflicts that arise within
The Shadow Box, I will use the rhetorical model of thesis, antithesis and
catalyst.

The characters in The Shadow Box each serve a particular func

tion in the play's dramatic action.

The thesis .characters, Joe, Brian

and Felicity, act as agents that work towards the acceptance of death and
dying.

Their rational coping with dying, suggests the positiveness of

this line of thinking.

Maggie, Mark and Agnes, function as the play's

opposing or antithesis characters.

The antithesis character's inability

to accept death, blocks the thesis character's goal to fully incorporate
their entire sphere into a movement towards acceptance.

The catalyst

characters, Stephen, Beverly and the Interviewer, act as motivating de
vices for the thesis and antithesis character's resolution.
In the interviews, an exposition device where the social backgrounds
of each dying patient are exposed, the dialogue of the thesis character
introduces other characters who will later appear as primary influences.
Francis Hodge states,

. . . that all of the characters in a play do not change their
polar attitudes, but only principle characters do, a fact which
makes them principle . . . A philosophical way of expressing this
shift is to say that a character moves from ignorance to knowledge:
he sees the world in which he lives more and more clearly, after
the actions he has been forced to take, than he did before. (Hodge
1971, 25)
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Joe, Brian and Felicity are apprehensive and confused about their
forthcoming deaths, but are relatively content that they must submit
their fears to fate.

The characters of Maggie, Mark and Agnes suffer

from an inner turmoil,that causes conflict.

In finding a resolution to

the conflict, a change must occur within these three people's attitudes.
To influence the polar attitude change within the antithesis
characters, Cristofer introduces a third character in each cabin who
serves as a catalyst.

The catalyst within the traditional setting of

cabin one is Stephen.

Stephen is unaware of his father's terminal con

dition and Maggie's fear of informing her son, closely parallels her fear
of entering the cabin.

It stands to reason that if she accepts the hos

pital environment and the task of informing her son, she will have to
accept Joe's dying.

Stephen's role as a catalyst is without his know

ledge, but Joe's desire to confide with him forces Maggie to face the
consequences of her husband's death.
Cabin two's catalyst is Beverly and because of the "distance" she
has acquired, due to her divorce from Brian, she clearly sees the harm
Mark inflicts upon himself and Brian.

Because of her direct personality

she can follow no other course but to force Mark to recognize his pur
pose for staying with Brian.

Mark's motives are selfish and unclear to

himself and Beverly's actions influence a change.

The character respon

sible for a change in the dramatic action of cabin three, is the
Interviewer.
The Interviewer prods Agnes to admit to her hand in the false let
ters on which Felicity so anxiously thrives.

Through pointed questions

about Claire, the Interviewer gets Agnes to confess.

Agnes, however, is

blind to the false hope she has created and becomes angry that anyone
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would insinuate her actions are unhealthy.

Agnes' dialogue following

her interview, reveals the lack of courage she feels without her mother's
strong guidance.

Near the end of the play she breaks down and discloses

the need she has for Felicity's love.

Agnes then knows she must learn to

compensate for the loss of her mother.
The most frightening thing about dying for most people, claims
Elizabeth Kubler Ross, "is the feeling of being alone, of having to face
the unknown without any of the familiar props that usually sustain us in
times of great change." (Ross 1975, 27)

Ned Rorem further explains,

If you know you're going to die, if you're condemned and the
date is set, nothing— no creed or philosophy, no friendly
phrase or stoical recipe— makes no difference. The fact of
your near and certain end becomes as all-consuming as love was
years ago. (Rorem 1977, 26)

The question these explanations raise is, if the knowledge of an impending
death is so overwhelming that one's mind is constantly preoccupied, can
the remaining time be anything other than unproductive depression?

Ross

feels ultimate productivity can be achieved during the intensified time
from diagnosis through death; "patients can consider the possibilities of
their own death for a while but then have to put this consideration away
in order to pursue life." (Ross 1969, 39)
Ross has created a five-step outline for the different emotions a
dying person experiences.

She warns that these stages come and go, not

necessarily following the order in which she has established.
consistently applies her theories on the dying person.

Ross

To some extent,

however, she says the survivors react with similar emotional patterns in
their movement towards acceptance.

This five-step diagram is applicable

to the thesis and antithesis characters of The Shadow Box.

Some of the
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characters experience similar attitudinal handlings of death while others
are alone in their emotional turmoil.
The first stage Ross has devised is denial.

She explains that a

patient just made aware of terminal illness, will most likely initially
acquire contact with this feeling.

The unconscious advantage of denial

allows the patient to adjust to the shock of terminal illness.

She states,

"Denial is usually a temporary defense and will soon be replaced by partial
acceptance." (Ross 1969, 40)
It is interesting to note that the dying patients in The Shadow Box
are not practicing denial.

However, it appears that the three anti

thesis characters all experience this stage.

Maggie’s repeated dis-

affirmation of the severity of Joe’s illness suggests her classification
here.

The denial Mark lives with isn't disclosed until he admits to

Beverly, "I don’t want him to die." (74)

And Agnes' decision to live

without any vision of the future without Felicity, implies a denial of
life after Felicity dies.

These three characters cannot possibly advance

toward acceptance until they reconcile with the reality of death.
The second stage of anger usually occurs after a patient can no
longer sustain denial.

Ross explains that a person within this phase

becomes difficult to cope with and causes discomfort to family, and
hospital personnel.

The anger from these patients comes randomly without

much warning.
Felicity and (Joe are examples of the anger common to this stage.
Felicity strongly questions the Interviewer’s intent as their dialogue
ensues.

The hostility she harbors is also released upon Agnes.

intensely than Felicity, is also a member of this category.
is revealed through his interview, "You get scared at first.

Joe, less

Joe's anger
Plenty.

And
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then you get pissed off." (10)

The observable difference in Joe and

Felicity, is Joe's ability to contain his anger and Felicity's need to
release her hostility.
The bargaining stage is an attempt to defer the coming of death.
Three characters from the play are searching for a postponement of death.
Felicity's unconscious bargain comes from the hope of Claire's arrival.
Agnes instigates this false hope because of her uncertainty with the
future.

And in cabin one, Maggie discloses her attempts to refurnish

their apartment if only her husband would come home.

Cristofer questions

the futility of this kind of contract through these characters.
The fourth stage of depression includes people who have accepted
death and grieve over the loss of all love objects.
suffer from depression.
with his dying.

Both Joe and Brian

Joe's depression is caused by Maggie's struggle

Brian's love for the intensity of life's finer points,

causes his periodic despondency.
The fifth stage of acceptance encompassed those who have ended their
struggle with denying death.

Ross explains, "This is also a time during

which the family needs usually more help, understanding and support than
the patient himself." (Ross 1969, 113)

The dying characters of The

Shadow Box contrast the denial that the antithesis characters possess.
It is this conflict that rules the action of the play.
The social background of the characters influences their handling of
death.

Maggie's narrow perspectives on death causes her incomprehension

of life without Joe.
of death's effects.

Her environment doesn't allow for an open discussion
Mark's self-centered personality has been shaped by

the reformation of his former lifestyle.

Mark becomes so absorbed in his

"mission" to accomodate Brian's needs, that he loses track of his purpose.
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Agnes' rural background has sheltered her from examining her own
personality.

Her lack of self-confidence guides her to harbor a secret

that will keep Felicity alive.

Through the deaths of Joe, Brian and

Felicity these characters'education will be completed about the death
and dying ritual.
Applying the theories of Ross to all three groups presented in
The Shadow Box, I have determined that the thrust of the dramatic
movement concerns the course of the living, rather than the "doomed"
patient.

To illustrate the different patterns whereby each cabin resigns

itself to the inevitability of death , I will consider the effects of
social class on characters' attitudes toward death; examine the patient's
major fears that come through self-revelations with the Interviewer; and
discuss the complications the catalyst provokes.
As the play opens, Joe is discovered in an outside section of the
hospital called the "interview area."

This is the audiences' and Joe's

first contact with this form of observation.

Cristofer echoes Elizabeth

Kubler Ross' method of interviewing patients for her personal study.

Ross

explains changes in patient examinations she was forced to make:

We have moved from the patients room to a little interviewing room
from whichiwe can be seen and heard but we do not see the audience.
From a group of four theology students the class has grown to up to
fifty, which necessitated the move to a screen window set-up.
(Ross 1969, 24)

It is not stated within the play how many people are actually watching
the inquiries, but it is clear that these dying people are observed
through this method of interview-patient contact.
Each interview within the play serves as an exposition device.

Joe's

humility and uneasiness with a "voice" of authority are in keeping with
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middle-class, family oriented expectations.

His intelligence level, at

times, seems child-like and coincides with typical male working-class
ethics.

Several of his opening comments to the Interviewer are clearly

influenced by television programs,
see me but I can't see you,"(8)

Joe uses such cliches as, "you can

Both he and his son, later relay mom

ents of excitement through the slang expression, "far out", and Joe
comments on the interview with, "It's like being on T.V."(8)

Joe

further reveals his middle-class world through the treatment of his wife
and son, and by his street language.

It is evident when his son comes

into view, that Joe's vocabulary of "fuck", "shit", and "goddamn" are
common expressions in their household.

We are also reminded of the dom

inant husband and subservient wife roles within their home.

Joe discusses

a common ritual they go through every summer--Maggie wants to vacation in
the mountains, Joe loves the beach.
always ended up at the beach."(9)

Joe explains, "So every summer we
Joe's following line foreshadows Maggie’s

traditional attudes on marriage and her ultimate coping with Joe's
dying; "It just takes her a while to get used to things."(9)
Joe's frustration from dying eventually sparks the Interviewer to
explain, "It's all right to be angry or depressed or even happy , . ,
if that's how you feel,"(lQ)

Roth depression and anger are shown by Joe in

the first interview.
The introduction of cottage two is delivered in much the same man
ner as cottage one, through, dialogue with the Interviewer,

Brian begins

by speaking about his dying in general terms, as though he were sitting
back and observing how the masses cope with death,

Brian says, "People

don't want to let go , , , they think it's supposed to last forever."(18)
Brian tries to logically contemplate his past life and the short span he
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has left.

He reasons, "The trouhle is that most of ns. spend our entire

lives trying to forget that we are going to die,"0-8)

Brian's opening

statements would lead the viewer to belive that he has come to an
intellectual acceptance of man's finiteness.

His personal conflict with

death is therefore an intellectual-emotional battle.
Brian's and Joe's background result in two extremely different
attitudes.

In Brian's sense of humor a contrast is seen with Joe's blue

collar cultivation.

He forms comic analogies referring to the dismissal

and avoidance of death.
horse."(19)

", , . (,It's) like pulling the cart without the

He speculates that his ex-wife took off dancing, leaving him

behind because he has "lousy feet."

As Brian describes her, visions of Isa-

dore Duncan's carefree spirit for dance and life, surface.

It only makes

sense that Brian's lust for life would appreciate another person with an
equally strong drive.

But as Brian explains, he became too structured, too

pendantic and with this change she left "like a bat out of hell,"(19)
The Interviewer asks about his relatively new friend, Mark.

Brian in

quisitively asks about Mark's status with the hospital staff, and the
Interviewer echoes Brian's sense of humor by saying Mark is listed as a
friend, "In the Greek sense of the word."(21)
Brian, realizing that his watch has stopped, apologizes for babbling.
The Interviewer responds, "It doesn't matter.
Brian quickly jokes, "Not for you maybe.
schedule,"(21)

There's no hurry."(21)

Some of us. are on a tighter

The interview closes with. Brian light-heartedly acknow

ledging his appreciation of this form of care and analysis.

He continues

by making an appointment for another interview and says, "Tommorrow, then.
If I'm still breathing.
from talking."(21)

Or even if I'm not, 1 don't think it'll stop me
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From Brian's dialogue, it is clear that he is an optomistic and
educated man.

He is intellectually aware that there is little control

over his destiny and wishes to gracefully accept this fact.

The humor

that repeatedly appears through his lines, enables him to rise above
the conventional person's denial of death.

But as the play progresses,

it is apparent that Brian's humor is colored with fear.

Therefore, Brian

could be classified under Ross' categories of depression and acceptance.
Felicity's situation is apparently less complex than cabin one and
two because of her senility and reluctance to communicate.
becomes child-like.
I look today?"(33,35)

At times she

Although, she asks the Interviewer twice, "How do
at other times she obstinately answers only "no"

to the Interviewer's questions.

After a point she becomes angry and snaps

at the Interviewer, "One of us is dying and it isn't you, is it?"(34)
Ross describes similar reactions of her patients, "They expressed their
anger at the physician who did not level with them, at the minister who
tried to console them with the too often repeated phrase 'It is God's will'."
(Ross 1975, XIX)

There is also a possibility that Felicity is not happy

with all of the attempts made to elongate her life.

She swears at the

Interviewer about the battery that has replaced her heart and the plastic
bag instead of her stomach.
The social background to which Felicity and Agnes are accustomed, is
reflected in their lower middle class dialogue.

Felicity's habitual use

of profanity and Agnes' simplistic vocabulary classify them with a rural
value system.

They are uneducated in their dealings with death and Agnes

is ultimately made aware of her naivete.
Felicity's disposition is two-sided.

At one point of the spectrum

she despises the Interviewer and, at the same time, she wishes to talk.
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Her condition is probably in constant conflict with her emotions— true
with most people who are dying.
As a result of Felicity's senility, she goes in and out of the
present situation.

Felicity's plans for the future are in contrast with

many terminal patients, and are similar to Ross' description of some
patients:

We make rounds and talk about many trivialities or the wonderful
weather outside and the sensitive patient will play the game and
talk about next spring, even if he is quite aware that there will
be no next spring for him. (Ross 1969, 31)

Felicity eventually becomes confused about where she is at the moment and
feels she is back on the farm, where her life was spent before the hos
pital.
The Interviewer is curious about Claire and asks Felicity about her.
We are led to feel Claire's ultimate importance in Felicity's life.
At the end of the interview, Felicity calls for Agnes— her subservient
daughter who knows no other world than her mother's.

Felicity accuses the

tolerant Agnes of being jealous and slow while Agnes stands behind her.
The Interviewer makes an appointment with Agnes as she wheels her mother
back to the cabin.
Felicity's stages towards the acceptance of her own death, are as
varied as the many mood she experiences.

At some moments she becomes

depressed or accepting but her major attitudes are encompassed under
the categories of anger and bargaining.
The sociological backgrounds of each of the dying characters clarifies
their handling of the loss of their lives.

The studies that Ross has

specifically designed for the terminal patient closely parallel the
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emotional stages that relatives and friends also experience.

It then

logically follows that a person who is emotionally tied to a dying
companion might experience a similar or contradicting pattern.

In cabin

one, Maggie unquestioningly denies the degree of her husband's illness.
In cabin two Mark's self-pity provokes anger, and in cabin three Agnes
suffers from the need to create hope in her mother's life.

Ross states

that

These stages will last for different periods of time, they will
replace each other, or exist at times side by side . . . But the
one thing that usually persists through all these stages is hope.
(Ross 1969, 138)

The acceptance of death is usually achieved as death draws near and the
characters in The Shadow Box deal with nonacceptance in the conflict and
acceptance in the denoument of the play.
After Joe finishes his interview he and Stephen meet each other
while Maggie is still trudging through the woods with her luggage.

The

middle-class background is also reflected in the father/son relationship.
Stephen imitates his father's swearing and immediately following a parental
warning of proper language, the two of them hug each other, demonstrating
their affectionate bond.

Joe finds this "horse play" physically exhaust

ing and loses his breath.

Steve.
Joe.
Steve.

You okay?
Yeah, yeah. I'm great.
You look terrific. I was worried.
I missed you. Hey.' How long can
we stay? Huh? (13)

Joe reads Stephen's concern as an awareness of his terminal condition.
Cristofer seems to have written this section with deliberate ambiguity
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in order to heighten Joe's astonishment toward Maggie, when she reveals
that she hasn't told Stephen about the seriousness of his illness.
Maggie enters the scene, shortly after the two men go into the
cabin, and her common language associates her with both her son and
husband.

"Steve?' Joe?

The jackass is here!"(13)

Upon seeing

Maggie for the first time, Joe finishes her sentence, emphasizing the
habits one assimilates through many years of marriage.

Maggie is struck

with silence as she gazes upon the man she has not seen in months and
inevitably must function without in the near future.
though he were already dead.

She touches him as

Mike Finley says,

When a person takes a long time to die, something called "anti
cipatory grief" occurs. We mourn for the person before he dies,
much the same way we feel sorrow when a loved one moves away,
goes to prison or enters the service. (Finley 1975, 24)

Maggie copes with her discomfort by slowly revealing the gigantic care
package of gifts and food she has transported across the continent, which
further supports her "traditional" feminine responses.
Joe repeatedly asks his wife to come inside in order to familiarize
her with the cabin and himself.

She continually avoids the issue and on

one occasion, she diverts his attention by speaking as a mouthpiece,
typical of the working class about the aging:

Maggie.
Joe.
Maggie.

Mom sent some bread
How is she?
Oh good. Yeah. She fell
down and hurt her leg. I
don't know. It's not heal
ing so good. She's getting old. (15)

Joe asks Maggie three times to come inside the cabin before she becomes
definite and says, "No, I don't want to go inside."(16)

By this time
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it is apparent that her fear of the cabin coincides with the fear
she feels for Joe's dying.

Once again Joe asks her to come inside and

she manuevers his patience in such a way that he loses his temper.

Maggie

pulls out a ham she has made and their emotions flair over the ridiculous
discussion this item has caused.

Maggie justifies her actions informing

Joe that she doesn't know what's going on, that she doesn't like feeling
stupid and that all she knows is what she sees.
look real good.

Maggie says, "But you

You're all right now, huh?"(18)

Joe is sensitive to Maggie's nervousness and he must realize that
his wife's imagination has created and brought forward many questions
that she cannot deal with emotionally.
afford such as this hospital.

Her middle class background doesn't

She equates the negative aspect of death with

her trip to see Joe and the cabin.

Joe's anxious greeting of Maggie and

Stephen appears abnormal for a man who is supposedly dying and this fur
thers Maggie's tunnel vision.

Maggie is also pressured by her own guilt

for not informing her son over his father's dying.

She is briefly sat

isfied with the psuedo-comfort in his voice as the scene ends.
As the action of cabin one is continued, Maggie and Joe are seen
sitting outside as Steve enters from the house, and Maggie insists that
Stephen carry the luggage so Joe doesn't over-exert himself.

Again,

Maggie is playing a duel position; the frightened wife, insecure about
her role with a dying husband, and the woman secure with her role as a
traditional middle-class wife and mother.

Joe diligently tries to persuade

Maggie to relax and give him a chance to show her around.

She unrelent

ingly practices avoidance techniques by occupying herself with the baggage.
When Joe and Stephen bring up a long-time dream of life on a farm
where the family is still stressed, Maggie becomes irritated by the talk
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of a dream that will never come true.

It hurts her and she is unable

to articulate her frustration at this point.

To Maggie the farm rep

resents life and now she is preoccupied with the incomprehensible thought
of death.

Rorem's sentiment helps to explain Maggie's feelings,

Deaths which
expected, we
we're doubly
dead and the

don't come as a surprise, surprise us most. Being
write them off before they occur. When they occur
grieved. No gulf is wider than that between the almost
dead, (Rorem 1977, 25)

When Joe and Steve ignore her request to be left alone, her only
course of action in her terrified state, is to chastise Stephen by slapping
him across the face.

She then emphatically warns them, "I'm not going

in there.'

Now stop it."(31)

behavior.

As a wife and mother she has become something neither of them

really understand,

Both of the men are stunned at Maggie's

Maggie has broken a bond with Steve.

She has humil

iated him in front of his father, for no reason he can justify.

Stephen

becomes defensive and accusingly tells his father, "There's a . . . there's
a whole lot of shit I got to tell you.

We can talk, huh?"(31)

Joe hugs

Stephen, unintentionally furthering Maggie's solitary position in her
struggle.
Stephen enters the cabin to practice his guitar and Joe immediately
questions her actions.
(31)

She monotonously responds, "I didn't tell him."

After repeated disbelief on Joe's part, Maggie confesses her overt

inability to envision life without her husband as she runs away from the
cabin, "Because . . .
(32)

it isn't true.

It isn't true.

It isn't . . . "

Joe is left stunned.
At this point, Stephen has become a strong catalyst in his parents

movement towards the acceptance of death.

Stephen's actual presence is
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minimal but by unintentionally provoking his parents, he can potentially
relieve tension and manifest a new communication outlet for the family.
In Act II, Maggie and Joe review their lives together.
known each other since teenage years in New York.

Both have

A child-like aura

surrounds them as they try to grasp at the more meaningful moments of
their lives, both the good and bad.
have more children.

Maggie discloses an inability to

Joe scoffs at dreams of a house in the country which

was eventually boxed in by "more houses, more streets."(66)

He continues

with the sacrifices made for that house and comments on the longevity of
materials in contrast with the short-lived aspects of their relationships
and his life, "The lawn mower, the barbeque, three bicycles, four, six
lawn chairs and a chaise lounge— aluminum, last forever . . . Jesus, it
was a lot to let go of."(68)
death.

This is a direct analogy to his life and

Maggie makes the connection and decides, "I don't want to talk

about it."(68)

But Joe needs to talk, and goes on to say, "Before you

know it, everything you had is gone.
feel it anyway when it's gone."(68)

Not that it was ever yours but you
The two lose their tempers at this

point; Maggie because she can't face the truth in his words and Joe
because she refuses to try.
The last scene between Joe and Maggie illustrates Ross's observation
that terminal patients have difficulty communicating with their families.
Maggie still obstinately refuses to accept his dying but supports every
move made by them during their marriage.
says, "Talk to me, Maggie.

Finally Joe straight-forwardly

Talk to me."(77)

She replies by not knowing

what to say and he, ironically doesn't know what he wants to hear.
Unable to withstand the truth in his self-centered fear, Maggie
breaks down and tells him that they are what is finished.

She unfolds
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for her, the horror of being alone.

In a pertinent case study conducted

by Ignace Lepp, he comments that

It is clear
reflections
"What would
children?"

from her (his patient's) dreams and spontaneous
that she thinks of herself almost exclusively.
I do without him?" "How would I raise the
"I would be so alone, so alone." (Lepp 1976, 56)

Maggie further illuminates her pathetically dependent situation, whereby
women of her status don't search for a self-supporting occupation.

At the

time of her husband's death, she will be left without the necessary skills
to pursue a career.
Maggie continues exposing her inability to accept his not coming
home.

She summarizes the essence of what makes a long term relationship

work.

Indirectly she says love is tolerance, pain and joy.

Maggie

assertively says that they've beaten the odds before and they'll do it
again.

Ross relates, "A husband and wife may have been fighting for

years, but when the partner dies, the survivor will pull his hair, whine
and cry louder and beat his chest in regret, fear and anguish . . ." (Ross
1969, 4)

The fear of his death also forces mistrust in her of what the

doctors have diagnosed.
they know?" (78)

"Don't believe what they tell you.

What do

An argument rises and Maggie's preoccupation with the

word tomorrow appears five times on one page.

From day to day she is

unable to visualize tomorrow without her husband.

Joe finally asks

Maggie to make magic happen and relieve his illness, but she cries,
"I can't." (79)

She is helpless in a situation she wants to control.

Joe's need to discuss his illness with Stephen is strong and he
tells Maggie that he's going in to do just that.
defenses gone says, "Tell me first." (80)

Maggie, with all her

He does and her incomprehension
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of his death arises one last, pathetic time, "Why?" (80)

He answers

that all he wants is for her to try and understand, "Live with it.
at it.

Don't make me do it alone."(81)

want her to promise.

She cannot promise.

Look

He doesn't

They move into the cabin, symbolizing, at least,

an effort to come to terms with what has seemed to be the end of everything.
The dramatic movement of cabin one focuses primarily on the fears
a dependent housewife has with the incomprehensible thought of life
without her husband.

Maggie's fear forces her to deny Joe's dying and

that his death will not occur.

Joe's role within the play is to sensitively

prepare her to accept what she cannot control.

Because Stephen must

also be prepared for, and honestly share in Joe's dilemna, Joe is finally
spurred to inform his son.

Maggie then has no recourse but to support Joe's

efforts.
The mental incomprehensiveness of dying continues to hinder the char
acters of The Shadow Box in cabin two.

Cristofer peoples this cottage with

characters who appear intellectually able to adjust to dying.
the action discloses this as a facade.

Eventually

In contrast to cabin one, the char

acters of cabin two have been exposed to a wide view of urban life.

Once

again, these characters handle their struggle with death as a reflection of
their environment.

This "educated" background releases anger when the

situation becomes too intense.

Thus, their treatment of dying, again,

becomes a battle over the irrationality of death.
The scene following Brian's interview introduces Beverly, as she
rushes into the cabin supposing that her ex-husband would automatically be
lounging around.

She greets the situation with an obnoxious party horn.

Mark and Beverly look at each other as if they were both animals of the
same species but different subdivisions checking out each other's oddities.
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The initial meeting of Beverly and Mark contain fragmented sentences
and the verbal finishing of each other's thoughts.

It's almost like

they are playing the same game which would suggest a common understanding
of each other's personalities.

Later in the play Beverly says, "It's

funny, he (Brian) always makes the same mistake.
the wrong people."

(75)

He always cares about

One wonders what character traits Brian is at

tracted to that classify Beverly and Mark as the wrong people?
Beverly is slightly drunk and insults Mark's new-found mission in
life; to assist Brian in a comfortable coping with his illness.

Mark

is a reformed hustler and as with most reformed people, he has become
vehemently opposed to anything associated with a former lifestyle.
Beverly represents a life before he met Brian and Mark doesn't pleasantly
respond to most of those recollections.

Mark's need for control over

Brian's life is expressed in such lines as, "And he has fainting spells.
They're harmless.

Well, that's what they tell me." (25)

hasn't been anyone here except me . . .

" (26)

And, "There

Mark views Beverly as an

intruder who ran out on Brian and hasn't been around to share the suffer
ing; Mark finds a self-satisfaction in being the sole support in Brian's
life.
Beverly is constantly antagonizing Mark by pointing out his egoinvolvement.

She adequately summarizes the three people now occupying

cabin two, "He's dying.

I'm drunk.

And you're pissed off." (25)

After

considerable time with Mark, Beverly becomes even more obstinate in the
game they are playing.

Mark apologizes for sounding rude or stupid and

Beverly replies, "I like people to be rude and stupid.
ways you can be sure they're still alive.
I?" (26)

It's one of the

Oh dear, I did it again didn't

She uses this sarcastic method to further herself along in the
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game they're playing.

Mark becomes overly anxious about her imposition

and becomes livid by saying,

. . I'm just not sure, frankly, what

the fuck you're doing here."(26)

He continues by pleading with her to

come back "tomorrow or next year or something,"(26) explaining that any
disturbance may worsen Brian's condition.

By this time Beverly has be

come relatively annoyed at the indirect accusations and insults Mark has
so underhandedly thrown.

She delivers a one-liner deliberately for a

reaction, "You know, you don't look like a faggot."(27)

Mark rebounds

with, "You just have to think of me as your average cocksucker.
right?"(27)

All

In Beverly's eyes Mark has lowered his tone to her level

and now the battle they've been having is on equal territory.

She offers

him a drink and Mark, overwhelmingly frustrated, runs out like a child who
hasn't gotten his way.
Mark's sexual preference provides an interesting angle in the them
atic development of the play.

Both Mark and Maggie's "blocking figure"

role are similar, because they fear life alone after their lovers die.
This is a self-centered need.

They also relate because there is an ob

vious affection for the dying patient.

Mark's difference from Maggie

is that he doesn't have her traditional heterosexual role model to
follow.

Beverly's entrance as Brian's ex-wife becomes a threat to Mark's

unstable position; he has a gay lover who is dying.

The socially

unrecognized lifestyle and dark future of the relationship, causes Mark's
paranoia.

Beverly becomes an intruder.

In contrast to cabin one, cabin

two's action is governed by the mental anguish between the antithesischaracter and the catalyst-character.

Brian is essentially a passive

influence.
Beverly's and Brian's first scene portrays these character's

philosophy on marriage and education, and consequently how their
attitudes on death and dying have been shaped.

When closely examined,

they comment on restrictions marriage placed on their freedom.

Brian's

literary expounding in this scene, satirizes the modern-day artist.

Brian's

humor comes through his realization that an education doesn't always
prepare one for the more practical dealings in life; in his case, dealings
with death.
After Mark's "melodramatic" exit, Beverly casually waits for Brian
to return.

When he does arrive,

the reunion of what is obviously

the two become inebriated with

joy over

still a very good friendship. The

energy level within their marriage was probably too great to sustain for
long periods of time thus causing a split.

Beverly alludes to her regret

of leaving Brian in Act II, by saying, "And you don't remember anymore. . .
why you walked out on the one person who said yes."(72)
Beverly informs Brian that Mark "left in lieu of punching (her)
in the mouth."(38)

Beverly, playfully teases Brian about his new found

sexuality and quizzes him about it.
that's final.

Brian cheerfully responds, "No.

I refuse to discuss it."(38)

Beverly comments on the

shallowness she feels for a wife's role in a marriage, "Brian . . .
married to you, I deserve an explanation.
to say?"(38)

Brian continues about Mark

romantic lyrics and compares his

I was

Isn't that what I'm supposed
by reciting lines from

logical handling of death with

observation of his new relationship.

And

dated
a practical

He says, "Every insane thing I do

today seems to make a great deal of sense."(39)

Brian professes to be

concerned with a day-to-day outlook on living and he doesn't want to dwell
on the trivial when he has so much to assimilate before he loses control
of his faculties.
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Perhaps Brian's philosophy on accomplishment closely parallels that
of George Bernard Shaw's:

To have succeeded is to have finished one's business on
earth, like the male spider, who is killed by the female
the moment he has succeeded in courtship. I like a state
of continual becoming, with a goal in front and not behind.
(Shaw 1965, 645)

Brian's pleasant disposition with Beverly never ceases to come forth.
He has explored such things as chess and mah-jongg, severed all patriotic
and financial connections, sleeps three hours a day and has gone to
Passaic, New Jersey— because he wanted to be sure that he had no desire
to go there.

Ross says,

When you're dying, if you're fortunate enough to have some prior
warning, you get your final chance to grow, to become more truly
who you really are, to become more fully human. (Ross 1975, XIX)

Brian repeatedly jokes about his own funeral.

He has written letters

to people, explaining what he thinks of them so they won't show up for the
funeral.
eternity.

He laughs about leaping into his coffin and disappearing into
Suddenly, Brian's jovial attitude turns into a cold silence.

Beverly notices, "You're shaking,"(42) and Brian responds, "I can't help
it.

I'm scared to death." (The author habitually emphasizes puns relating

to illness or dying.)

Brian continues by rationalizing his ability to

withstand the pain and discomfort of his situation but his inability to
comprehend the last moments of life.

Ignace Lepp comments, "Many men

would agree with Montaigne that it is not death they fear but dying."
(Lepp 1976, 51)
Beverly feels for her former husband and wishes to cheer him by
offering champagne.

He replies by not intending to pass away drunk
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and she justifies her actions by wanting to break the bottle over his
coffin when the time comes.
Until the comfort of Beverly's presence effects Brian, it appears
that Brian has conquered the fear of death.

Through Brian, Michael

Cristofer furthers the dimensionality of his characters, suggesting that
the prospect of death is a difficult situation for anyone to maneuver.
Structurally the play becomes even more balanced with each patient having
emphasized their fear of death's unknown mysteries.
Beverly, Brian, and Mark are discovered in the cottage listening to
music and celebrating as though they are having a small party, as Act II
begins.

This is the first time all three of cabin two's characters have

come together, and it it obvious through the dialogue that Mark is still
bitter towards Beverly's intrusion upon his sphere.

Every contribution

Mark makes to the conversation, which is very little, is a correction of
Beverly's grammar or a slander on her personal lifestyle.
Eventually Mark becomes thoroughly disgusted by her and re-enacts
his Act I exit by heading for the door and says, "I'm going out for a walk."
(54)

In a feeble effort to get Mark to stay, Beverly clumsily opens a

bottle of champagne, spilling a major portion of its contents on his
jacket.

Mark and Beverly become so wrapped up in the jacket that Brian

explodes over the pettiness of their argument.

A key statement of Brian's

during his enraged state is, "Why are we wasting this time." (55)
In essence, Brian is commenting on the hopeless inability man has
over his destiny and while we still have life, we should concern our
selves with ideas of substance.
God.

Brian ends his rampage by saying, "My

There are more important things I promise you." (56)

As proof of his

own words he ends his lecture by making the most of what has been an
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ugly moment and asks Beverly to dance.
As Brian vigorously swings Beverly around the room he loses his
breath and falls to the floor.

Brian insists on helping himself and

exits to the bedroom while Beverly follows.

Beverly returns from Brian's

room and finding Mark drinking, begins packing:
all right?" (66)

"You're sure he's

Mark answers, "yes" and proceeds to tell her that

Brian's understanding of death is too ethereal, being overly wrapped up
in the material he is writing.

Mark tells Beverly to "Never mind what

it's all about," (67) and accuses her of carrying on with Brian.
In Mark's ensuing dialogue the transformation of Brian and his
relationship unfolds.

Mark blends a mixture of honest feelings for Brian

with dry sarcasm for Beverly.

His speech pattern adopts a street atmos

phere as he recollects his initial encounter with Brian.

Mark recalls

life as a hustler and the hunger and intensity this occupation afforded
him.
Beverly reminds Mark that he is talking about dead people and Mark's
self-pity returns.
self.

He becomes self-indulgent, thinking only about him

He says, "We are dying . . .

We are dropping like flies . . . Brian

looks at me and I can see it . . . You can smell it on him.
smell it on me.

You can

It's sick and putrid and soft and rotten and it is

killing me." (70,71)
By this time Beverly is becoming irritated with his selfishness and
points out that Brian is the dying person,

Mark becomes defensive and

blames her for walking out on her husband.

Beverly admits her desire to

be with, him but Mark delivers a low blow in his line, "Some of us just
don't care anymore." (71)

Beverly's patience with Mark has gone and she

shelters her thoughts from him no more, "Next to me, you are the most
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selfish son of a bitch I've ever met."(71)
As Beverly tries to explain the confusion she sees in Mark's
objectives toward Brian, she becomes more irritated and responds to Mark's
inability to see what really matters; the mutual need two people should
have for each other.

A short section of lines follow where Beverly point

blank drills Mark about why he is there and why he doesn't leave.
becomes defensive with his seemingly one dimensional answers.
works their argument into a point where Mark slaps her.

Mark

Beverly

Beverly is

stunned, but at this point she is determined to open Mark's eyes to his
pathetic situation.

She continually slaps him until he breaks down.

Mark does break, and a hope of reality comes through his real fear, "I
don't want him to die."(74)
Beverly passionately surmizes that Mark has a bad case of the hopes
and consoles him momentarily.

She then proceeds to leave but Mark has

second thoughts and asks her to stay.

She refuses.

Beverly's confrontation with Mark may not take immediate effect
but has planted a seed within Mark's doubts and will feed a re-evaluation
of his relationship with Brian.

Hopefully, if he stays, it will be for

the right reason; not for himself but for Brian.
The major idea presented in the dramatic action of cabin two, lies
in the clarification Mark must make in his purpose for staying with
Brian.

Beverly recognizes Mark's selfish interest and consequently

crushes his defenses through his admittance that he doesn't want Brian
to die.

Thematically, Cristofer enforces the necessity of honest inten

tions toward the dying person.

People, such as Mark, tend to ignore the

problem at hand by thrusting their own lives in the primary position.
The progression between the thesis and antithesis character of
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cottage three, appears more stagnant than that of cottage one and two.
The deferred introduction of cottage three's catalyst, differs structurally
from the other cabins by presenting the conflict on one level.

The scene

between Felicity and Agnes simply portrays two blood-relatives of totally
contrasting personalities.

By presenting this contrast, Cristofer unfolds

the lives of two mutually dependent people who require each other because
of physical and emotional deficiencies.

Felicity's failing health

requires constant attention and Agnes' emotional insecurity is temporarily
fulfilled by serving in a subservient role.

By singing a bawdy song,

Felicity consciously torments Agnes about her pathetic lack of security.
Cristofer infiltrates this scene for comic relief and a sense of variety
in the play's thesis/antithesis/catalyst movement.

In essence, Cristofer

subtly builds a mild form of suspense through the deliberate ambiguity of
cabin three.

The conflict in cabin three is a personal battle within Agnes.

During Agnes' interview, Ross again seems to have been an influence,
"Relatives have not been included, though they have occasionally been
interviewed following the dialogue with the patients." (Ross 1969,25)
We are immediately aware of her insecurity.

She is startled that they

want to know about her and this "front seat" position is uncomfortable
for her.

Agnes talks of the headaches she gets which probably closely

coincide with her life, "You get use to them and you don't feel any dif
ferent until they're gone."(58)

She seems to be wading through life,

totally unaffected by outside forces.

Only her mother's life and death

touch her.
Agnes becomes apprehensive over the Interviewer's concern of her
feelings.

She becomes defensive and responds, "Why?

that . . . just like the nurse tells me."(57)

I've done everything

Agnes has lived and
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continues to live her life for Felicity, and because of the submissive
role she is accustomed to, instinctively, she assumes a self-inflicted
guilt.

The Interviewer calms her by re-enforcing the hospitals interest

in her observations and effects on the patient.
The Interviewer suddenly asks about Claire and Agnes is lost for
words.

Agnes reports of Claire's death in Louisiana and her role as

letter writer to keep up Felicity's spirits.

The Interviewer assumes

the catalyst position by posing questions about the effect the letters
have on both her and Felicity.

Agnes would rather avoid the consequences

of her actions and expresses her wish to return to the cabin.

A conflict

between her and the Interviewer arises as Agnes classifies Felicity's
medical care as impersonal and uncaring.
For two years, Agnes has been writing letters and the Interviewer
questions Agnes' actions; whether Agnes understands the consequences?
It has never crossed Agnes' mind that she might be wrong in prolonging
her mother's hopes.

Agnes becomes very angry and accuses the Interviewer

of not having feelings.
planted in her mind.

Agnes leaves again with another seed for change

Agnes' actions in the remaining portion of the play

questions her past, and more importantly grim future alone.
The course of action that will follow', as a result of her confrontation
with the Interviewer, is as ambiguous as Maggie's and Mark's after the
catalysts of their cabins instigate a change in attitude.

Agnes is more

alone in the life she must face in comparison to Maggie and Mark,

Agnes

has never been alone, and her future must appear, in her eyes, as dark as
Felicity's.
The thematic development Cristofer employs within The Shadow Box
grows out of a structure that relies heavily on character development.
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The interviews disclose the effects that a person's social background
can have on death and dying perspectives.

The antithesis characters

trigger the conflict and the further introduction of a catalyst even
tually causes a change in the polar attitudes of primary characters.
Cristofer's theme concerns the harm that can arise through an
unrealistic confrontation of death.

The denial that Maggie assumes

causes Joe unecessary tension in his struggle to live the rest of his
life.

Mark's self-pity stifles Brian's search for a complete acceptance

of death.

And Agnes unconsciously prolongs a life that biologically

should expire.

Cristofer, however, is sympathetic with the turmoil

these character's experience and draws an empathy for everyone as they
search for some meaning in the past and future of their lives.

CHAPTER III

WAYS THE PRODUCTION EMPHASIZED
AND ILLUMINATED THE IDEAS OF THE PLAY

In The Shadow Box, Cristofer depicts three contrasting environments
and uses the living and dying characters as a testimony for the pain and
joy of the final days.

The major themes appear most strongly during the

different dramatic climaxes of each cabin.

Beverly's and Mark's slapping

escapade, in cabin two, assumes a wider significance because of the
universal frustration that an acceptance of death holds.

Beverly serves

as a mouthpiece:

Hopes, baby. That's what you got. A bad case of the hopes.
They sneaked up on you when you weren't looking. You think
maybe it's not gonna happen. You think maybe you'll find some
way out. Some word that's still alive, some word that will
make it all different . . . (74)

She expresses the feeling that a blind endorsement of hope can be
detrimental for the dying and the living.
In cabin one, Maggie and Joe are forced to look objectively at their
predicament.

Joe summarizes the fear and loneliness he feels without

his wife's support: "Just try.
me do it alone." (81)

Live with it.

Look at it.

Don't make

He is verbalizing the necessary emotional support

the dying require with these words.
In cabin three, the Interviewer provokes Agnes to reveal the lie
that keeps Felicity alive.

She repeatedly tells the Interviewer that
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her mother needs something to hope for.

The Interviewer expresses the

unconscious wrong Agnes has sparked; "It's what we call 'making a bargain.'
She's made up her mind that she's not going to die until Claire arrives."
(62)

All the characters avoid an honest confrontation with death; the liv

ing and dying characters, thus, represent the public avoidance of death
customary of modern society.
Keeping in mind the identification that Cristofer creates between
contemporary human reactions and his character's struggle with death,
my production's ultimate goal was to illuminate some of the struggles
people confront when dishonest about death and dying.

After seeing the

production, I hoped the audience would be stimulated to think about the
experiences of death, and thus become better prepared when a personal
experience occurs.
My initial task in preparation for this play was arriving at a
metaphor that would bring about a cohesiveness in the production.
metaphor for The Shadow Box was stated in this phrase:
autumn day before a killing frost sets in.
images for the production:

The

a beautiful

The metaphor provided two

a beautiful autumn day (the present), and

a killing frost (the future).
The image of a beautiful autumn day, symbolically represented a
summer-ending celebration.

The characters visiting the terminal patients

have arrived out of love and some of them bring gifts that amplify this
concern.

For example, Maggie carries a number of food items that provide

overtones of a fall picnic.

Beverly brings liquor and marijuana in

celebration of "old times".

The past lives of Felicity and Agnes were

spent on a farm and the fall serves them as a harvest memory.

The roman

ticism of autumn holds a warmth generally associated with togetherness and
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a thematic concern of The Shadow Box is the need for a cohesiveness by
relatives and friends during the dying period.

The intensified desire to

enjoy the dying patients' remaining time, is particularly poignant to the
people of the upper midwest.

The brevity of autumn motivates people to

"make the most of it" before winter's severity forces inactivity.

The

coming of winter symbolically represents a termination.
The second half of the metaphor's phrase suggests a hopeless
attitude, but when carefully examined is only partially true.

The char

acters surviving the dying patients would realistically suffer some form
of depression despite any acceptance of death.

But as with any season of

the year, winter is only temporary even though it may seem endless.

With

the arrival of spring comes new life, and this correlates with the forward
motion the surviving characters should experience.
and successfully support herself and Stephen.

Maggie will survive

Mark will continue to develop

a stronger sense of himself from his experiences with Brian.

And Agnes

through her emotional adjustment from Felicity's absence is likely to
become a stronger person.
I minimized some of the optimism of Cristofer by changing the setting
from the spring, to the fall, in order to emphasize the necessary grieving
period after death, that winter represents.

The author wished death to

be a sign of a new beginning, clearly a specific religious interpretation.
Another reason for choosing a fall-related mood was the performance
dates of the show.

We were just coming out of autumn when the play ran

December 2nd, 3rd and 4th.

I wanted the audience to feel as close to

the production as possible.
The production's metaphor was suggested through costume, scenic,
lighting, and property designs.

The autumnal colors within the costumes
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enhanced the attitudes the characters possessed toward death and dying
and also added a sobering tone.

The leafless trees and the shadows

suggested the coining of winter— the termination of life.

The warm

lighting of cabin one's exterior scenery, was symbolic of the love Maggie
and Joe feel for each other and the advancement of nightfall proposed the
end of the day— the end of life.

The relative coolness presented in the

overall picture created by the combined designers, subliminally signified
the coming of colder and lonelier times— a time when the survivors would
recall their experiences here as just a memory.
My preliminary anaylsis of The Shadow Box, determined that the
success of the production would heavily rely on finding actors of equal
maturity to that of the characters in the play.

It was especially im

portant to cast the role of Felicity with a woman who understood the
pain of a dying matriarch.

Auditions drew approximately thirty people

from various backgrounds; community, faculty, and student groups.

As

with most auditions, certain roles were easier to select than others.
My original conception of cabin one's inhabitants was to secure a
group of people who could portray a typical working class family.

Ideally,

Maggie and Joe would be between thirty-five and forty years old and
Stephen fifteen years old.
also important.

Similarities in appearance between them was

The character of Joe was to resemble a man comfortable

with manual labor and also someone who enjoyed being outdoors.

Joe's

dialogue suggests that he is not highly educated but sensitive to the
needs of his wife and son.
casting consideration.
lels her husbands,

His range of controlled emotion was also a

Maggie's character constitution closely paral

Maggie's intelligence level is similar to Joe's and

her role as a mother and wife are second nature.

I wanted to go against
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a stereotypical appearance for Maggie and find a woman who possessed
youthful beauty.

Maggie and Joe were married very young and she might

still obtain a look that would further draw empathy from the audience.
Stephen would have to match his mother's or father's physical stature and
pigmentation.

It was also necessary to envision a person who could pass

as an energetic teenager.
The roles of Maggie, Joe and Stephen were cast with these consider
ations in mind and they either possessed or grew to find the different
levels within a working class family.

The actor playing Joe closely

resembled a man comfortable with being outdoors.

His sensitive, calm

personality served him well for the patience Joe requires with Maggie's
struggle for accepting death.
the pathetic soon-to-be widow.

The actress playing Maggie closely matched
She efficiently portrayed the insecurity

and wide range of emotions that the role demands.

She was especially

successful in finding different dimensions in subtextual nuances.

The

actor playing Stephen held similar hair and skin tone to Maggie which
allowed a strong mother and son resemblance.

His energy level and youth

ful appearance enabled him to believably play a fifteen year old boy.

The

personalities of the three actors playing these roles allowed for the
appearance of a close family bond.
The inhabitants of cottage two contrasted the traditional working
class conservatism of cottage one through their liberated lifestyles.
It was of major importance to cast the roles of Brian and Mark with
actors who were comfortable playing gay men.

The character of Beverly

prescribed a woman uninhibited by profanity and suggestive body language.
It was also important that the three characters in cottage two obtain
intriguing physical appearances because of the significance sexuality has
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in their lives.

I assumed audience acceptance of two gay men and a bawdy

woman would be better achieved if they were aesthetically pleasant to
observe.

Another consideration was to match Brian’s and Beverly's age

while Mark would be noticably younger.

A contrast in physical appearance

was also desirable.
The three people selected for cabin two were physically acceptable
to the ideals I had envisioned.

The character of Brian possesed an intel

lectual and physical air suitable to a man versed in literature.
most proficient in the scenes dealing with literary humor.
proved to be a Facade for the real fear he was experiencing.

He was

Ultimately this
Beverly

handled the bawdiness of her character with ease and blended her hard
exterior with sensitivity.

The strength of her performance was during the

medal ceremony where she explains to Mark and Brian the deeds awarding her
the jewelery.

Beverly’s flamboyant personality further contrasted the

previously somber tone of cabin one.
asset.

Mark's appearance was his strongest

He possesed dark hair and eyes that served him as mysterious at

tributes.

His lack of experience required work during the difficult

drunk scene.
Both he and Brian physically and emotionally, contrasted each other:
Brian intelligent and handsome and Mark young and sensual.

The mixture

of personality make-up for cabin two, supplied a necessary tension the
characters felt from Beverly's intrusion, Mark's jealousy and Brian's
desire for comradery.
My preconceived picture of the characters from cabin three were
to find two women who physically resembled each other but contrasted one
another's personalities.

Felicity's suggested age within the text was

near seventy and Agnes, thirty-five.

I was aware that the possibilities
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of finding these two age brackets were limited, and decided to lower
both of the character's ages by fifteen years.

I was concerned with

finding a mature Felicity who could identify with the pain accompanying
a dying matriarch.

I was also interested in obtaining a woman who could

handle the diverse personality changes caused through the character's
senility.

Agnes' subservience called for an actress efficient with

portraying pent-up emotions.

The effectiveness of Agnes' occasional out

bursts would depend on the characters’ contented facade.

Felicity and

Agnes would be most suitable if they held some resemblance in physical
and emotional constitution.
The women cast as Agnes and Felicity were both matronly in physical
appearance.

They closely matched the stereotypical rural-woman and

daughter image who were comfortable with that lifestyle.

Felicity's

performance had hints of a woman who took responsibility in the farm's
operation while Agnes had characteristics of a submissive daughter.
Felicity's acute sense of comedic timing served as an irony for the pain
her character experienced.

She was representative of a woman who had work

ed and played with ample amounts of drive, while Agnes was always a part
of her shadow.

Actor companionship allowed Felicity and Agnes to form a

believable family portrait.
I was interested

in going against the traditional male role of the

Interviewer because the voice of a woman could be just as effective and
would add a softer concern in vocal tone.

Also, I didn't want the audience

to think this voice was the voice of God, traditionally male.
Overall, I was extremely pleased with the choices available and felt
seventy-five percent of the production's success was accomplished through
appropriate casting decisions.

My strongest concerns were in shaping the
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inexperience of the actor playing Mark and developing the maturity that
the actress playing Maggie had to acquire.
The rehearsal process began by blocking each cabin separately.

Cabin

three had the least amount of movement mainly because Felicity was con
fined to her wheelchair.

Much of the action within this cabin was

.accomplished through the use of business by Agnes.

Agnes was mostly

occupied with getting Felicity’s tea and comforting her pain.

The guiding

principle for cabin three's blocking was using Agnes' subservience as an
evasion of Felicity's condition.
The blocking for cabin one and two followed a similar pattern.

A

"cat and mouse" scheme was employed for the characters who avoided and
pursued the acceptance of death.

Beverly constantly approached Mark as

she blatantly forced him to examine himself while Mark became aggressive
in his movement pattern as he defended his position.

In cabin one, Maggie

constantly retreated from Joe as he persisted to coax her to accept his
death.

It was only in the climax of cabin one that Maggie assumed the

"cat" role and told Joe of the suffering she would experience if he didn't
live.

The back and forth movement in the show's blocking amplified fears

of death.
Some areas of the script that demanded special attention in cottage
one, were Maggie's and Joe's confrontation over the ham, the scene where
Maggie slaps Stephen, and the climax where Joe forces Maggie to accept the
truth of his illness.

A high intensity was necessary to make the ham

confrontation ridiculous and, thus, humorous for the audience.

The actor

playing Stephen continually ducked Maggie's swing as she tried to slap his
face.

Endless work was spent attaining the proper rhythm and vocal inten

sity.

Pacing and pausing were key elements during Maggie's acceptance of
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Joe's death and required rehearsal just on these speech techniques.

The

actor playing Joe had a tendancy to play the end of this scene angrily
when in the script energy to fight has drained.

We worked to soften the

moments following Stephen's interruption with a hushed vocal intensity and
the use of the pause.
The actors of cottage two required extra attention in several inter
pretive and technical areas.

The actor playing Brian was too serious about

his condition making his acting style appear overly melodramatic.

His

interview was too morbid during rehearsals but in time he slowly evolved
into the positive character suggested by his dialogue.

Because the actor

playing Mark was inexperienced he was coached to move on certain lines
without speaking to emphasize the movement.
slowed and required attention.

A believable slur of speech and faltering

walk helped Mark to play a convincing drunk.
exchange needed special focus.

Unintentionally his pacing

Beverly's and Mark's slapping

He eventually had Beverly slap him until he

was motivated to fall to her feet with his head buried in her lap.

An

acting technique Beverly worked on was to minimize her presentational
style by periodic reminders of the stage's "fourth wall".
The acting of cottage three required less consideration than the
preceeding two.

The overlapping dialogue of the three cabins, especially

the final sequence, warranted concentration on Felicity's one-line inter
jections.

The substance of these lines were personal to Felicity where

the other cabins uttered universal comments on death.
be slow-paced.

Her lines tended to

The contrast of her raucous song and Agnes' docile respon

ses required strong concentration.
The acting areas demanding more work were generally rectified through
a repetitive process.

At times blocking was run without dialogue in order
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to sustain personalized motivation.

We minimally discussed, as a group,

character relationships and cause of illness.

Emotional variety was

found through experimentation of line delivery.
The set conceived by my designer, broke from the original production
design in utilizing a more realistic approach.

(The Broadway production

was stylized with overlapping levels that included realistic furniture
and props).

The cabins for the studio production were separate entities

and were placed in chronological order in a procenium style.

Cottage one

was stage right, cottage two was center stage, and cottage three was stage
left; cottages two and three were interior environments while cottage one
was exterior.

The studio theatre housed two ceiling supporting pillars

that were transformed into trees.

The trees were on both sides of cabin

two, separating each cabin and, thus, created the illusion of distance in
such an intimate performing space.

A tree stump was placed down stage right

of cabin one for an added playing area.

The groundplans for each unit were

relatively uncluttered while the social and philosophical background of each
character was observed in the choice of decoration.

In order to balance

the entire scope of the stage, cabin two was on the lowest level while the
outer cabins were on a higher plane.

Another purpose for this was to de-

emphasize the overpowering focus that cottage two would draw center stage.
The de-emphasis was also aided by the dimming of the lighting when attention
was undesirable.

Another location required by the script is the "interview

area" where Joe, Brian, Felicity and Agnes privately discuss their feelings.
Because of the illusion of distance Joe requires from his cabin as his family
enters, and the balance necessary from cabin one's external environment, a
bench was placed diagonally in front of the tree between Brian's and Fel
icity's cabins.

A microphone was hung above the tree and contained the
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acting area, approximately eight feet in diameter.
The outdoor setting of cottage one resembled a conservative backwoods abode accentuating Joe's working-class status.

The cabin consisted

of a porch with a railing, a step unit, a door, a window and a roof.

The

roof and depth of the stage left side of the cabin were skeletal in design,
partially due to limited materials and lack of space.

The fragmentation

was also acceptable because of stylized trees within the show.

As men

tioned earlier, a stump was positioned down right and the primary use of
this area was to create an escape for Maggie where she would retreat to
a secure distance from the cabin.

This escape area was significant because

it is apparent in the script that Maggie's refusal to enter the cabin is
directly related to her acceptance of Joe's dying.
The second cottage consisted of a diminishing rectangular platform
with flats enclosing the backstage and upstage area.

An exit to Brian's

bedroom was in the upstage left corner of the cabin.

The flats did not

cover the entire length of the platform because an imaginary door was
necessary and the skeletal style of cabin one required the same consistency
in the remaining two.

The floor of cottage two was covered with carpeting.

Decorations on the walls and furniture included two paintings of contrast
ing size, a barometer, a plant, a tape player and an assortment of books,,
magazines and knkicknacks.

The tone of the cabin was somewhat masculine

and literary, to strengthen Brian's philosophical and sexual interests.
In similarity to cabin two, cabin three had skeletal flats and the
platform was a diminishing rectangle.

This cottage also had an up left

exit that was covered with a burlap material.

The escape was big enough

to hold a wheelchair for a ramp was necessary to push Felicity to her
interview.

In contrast to cabin two, cabin three used traditional fem-
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inine decor.

The stage left wall held a built-in shelf unit which

housed kitchen utensils, photographs and various mementos from the farm.
A hanging plant was secured from a pipe within the theatre and the walls
were dressed with domestic prints.
The production metaphor was enhanced by autumn colors in the setting.
The outer walls of cottage one were built from natural oak and the roof
was constructed with wooden shingles.

The porch area was covered with

upson board splattered with brown and yellow paint.

Cabin two's walls

were of a rust hue and sponged with dark brown wallpaper print.

The car

peting in this cottage was a deep orange floral pattern while the couch
and stuffed chair were an autumnal brown and rust.
ed a pale green and stippled with blue.

Cabin three was paint

The table, chair and sideboard

were of natural wood.
Some adjustments were made to accomodate a relatively large set to the
limited space of a studio theatre, however, one of the reasons this play
was Chosen was because intimacy with audience seems essential for its
effectiveness.

The audience sat as close as fifteen feet to the set and

in the case of cottage one, the interviews, and the final sequence of lines,
the distance between actor and audience was a few feet,

A great deal of the

play's emotional effect was because of the audience's close spatial
involvement in the character's environment.

In other words, the audience

was almost as much a part of the action as were the characters.
The audience was immediately made a part of the environment of the
play as they arrived in the theatre.

Arrangements were made to secure a

lobby display, containing pictures of the cast as they might live their
lives previous to a knowledge of their terminal illness.

The photographer

chose several locations for each cabin that would serve as homes for the
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characters.

An old farm house was the site for Agnes and Felicity and

shots of Felicity cooking and Agnes playing the piano are examples of
the photographs in this display.

Wedding pictures of Brian and Beverly

were taken in a modern apartment,along with photographs of Mark and Brian
relaxing together.

Pictures were taken of Joe's family in a modern home

and attempts wex*e made to capture Maggie and Joe as young parents with a
baby representing Stephen.
vertical black boxes.
relics are stored).

The lobby display was made of three contrasting

(We attempted to create shadow boxes where old
The boxes were filled with photos, flowers, a poster

for the show and various character-related items.

The idea was effective

because the audience became aware of the change the characters were under
going in their lives.
The lighting for the show greeted the audience as the theatre doors
were opened.

The designer used a red gelled gobo to create a leaf pattern

on the stairway leading down to the lobby.

The lobby was illuminated only

by a combination of yellow, red, and green gelled gobos which served as a
light source for the display.

House lights for the production consisted

of two yellow lights hung directly behind each tree which bathed the aud
ience with a shadowed tree silhouette.

Again, the audience felt a part of

the environment through technical effects.
The realistic light source for the opening of cabin one was the sun,
and yellow lights were hung upstage and above the audience to create this
effect.

Both cabin two and three required an interior source and a white

emphasis was achieved.

The action of the play switched from one cabin to

another and focus was accomplished by dimming the intensity of light of
half when attention was not desired,.

The final overlapping vocal sequence

was handled by a light for each character directly above the area where
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line deliveries were made.

The actors stood slightly behind the "hot

spot" and shadows were created to achieve an imploring effect from the
dying.
The costumes for the show were modern and realistic.

Cabin one's

social and autumnal tone was fulfilled by dressing Joe, Maggie, and
Stephen in typical working-class attire.

The atmosphere of Brian's

cabin contrasted the conservativeness of Joe and Maggie.

Brian's outlook

on life is positive and, thus, he wore youthful, casual clothes.

Beverly's

costume was reminiscent of her extravagant view of life and Mark's of his
gay life.

Because of Felicity's health, she dressed warmly.

heavy white stockings and floppy brown slippers on her feet.

She wore
Agnes' in

hibited nature influenced the choice of a plain brown and beige costume.
As with the scenery, costumes and lighting, pre-show and post-show
music was important and would further enhance the hopeless and lonely
predicament surrounding the dying patient.

"Landslide", sung by Stevie

Nicks., was chosen for both the beginning and ending of the show.

In many

ways the song appears to be about a relationship that has failed; the
woman goes on to sing about how time has made her stronger.

On a different

level, the song applies to all of the surviving characters within the play,
the actual subject of the play.

The song played as the audience filed

out of the theatre so the feeling would remain.
Another mood song suggested by the script is the guitar instrumental
Stephen plays entitled, "Goodnight Irene".

The song is strategically

placed in the script to underscore the testimonies that the characters make
near the end of Act I and under the three different cottages, as the char
acters decide to accept the dying of the patients.

"Don't Sit Under The

Apple Tree", the final musical cue, added a festive atmosphere to Brian's
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party.

Ironically, after Brian becomes disgusted with Mark's stubborn

attitude over his champagne-stained coat, he turned up the volume of
the song and the blaring recorder awkwardly accentuated the stupidity of
the situation as Brian collapsed to the floor.
Properties for my production were minimized.

The major reason was

lack of space and, therefore, the production used only essential items.
The props in the show served mainly as obstacles toward the character's
acceptance of death.

For example, Maggie's assorted bundle of gifts for

Joe aided in her denial of his illness.

When she first arrives, the entire

unpacking scene is merely a ploy to detain him from encouraging her to enter
the cabin.

She pulls out jelly, peppers, cookies, pumkin flowers, coffee,

bread, clam broth, and finally a ham.

The ham provokes an anxiety in Joe

and his frustration turns into an argument between him and his wife.

The

prop Agnes uses most is the letters that she forges to her mother from
Claire.

Agnes is seen writing the letters while Felicity is interviewed

and when she is asleep.

The properties

most prominent in cabin two are

brought in by Beverly and such things as booze, pot and noisemakers annoy
Mark and further his bitterness.

Ultimately the liquor loosens Mark and

he discloses the frustration he feels about Brian's dying.

Other props

dressed the stage and added business for the actors but essentially en
hanced environment.
The show ran three nights with full houses each night.

The final

evening it was necessary to turn approximately seventy-five people away.
Publicity for the show was handled largely through invitations that were
sent to classes in death and dying and other related classes.

Through

the Religious Studies Department an evening death and dying class attended
the show in lieu of a regular class meeting.

Classes in Medicine, Theatre
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and Fine Arts were also a major portion of the audience.
Audience response to the production was generally positive.

A large

number of reactionary papers were received from Introduction to Theatre
students who were favorably moved by the play's ideas.

Several students

responded that the play still effected them after several days had passed.
One student said: "The play provided a wonderful variety of points of view,
or for the audience, it was more like points to view."

The empathic

effect of the production was also a recurring comment.

A number of people

commented on the effectiveness of the play's mixture of humor and serious
ness.

Another student concluded, "The play was like playing a game of

emotions.

One minute I was happy and laughing, the next angry, a little

later crying.

The play was an emotion tester!"

A general consensus dealt

with a universal need for an awareness about death and dying.

From these

responses X was led to believe my purpose was successful in persuading the
audience to honestly ponder the possibility of a personal experience with
death.

A student summarized the production's effect, "It nutured death

from a baby seedling to a gigantic monster that hit us straight in the face,
hut successfully left us unfrightened."
Cristofer uses a number of contemporaneous theatrical devices.

His

style blends television influenced techniques that classify The Shadow Box
as "soap opera-melodrama."

This genre of theatre can function well

with didacticism if an audience is empathically involved.

In the follow

ing discussion, I will examine structural features of the text that were
illuminated through the production, and conclude by examining some of the
textual difficulties experienced through rehearsals and performances.
The Shadow Box offers a variety of film-related devices allowing for
a simultaneous flow of dialogue in the three different cabins.

The first
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example of this surfaces during Joe's interview.

As Joe is seen at the

"interview area", Maggie's and Stephen's voice are heard as they approach
the cabin.

The vocal introduction of these two characters parallels a

common film technique;

During Brian's interview, Mark enters cabin two

and is visually introduced before his lines begin.

A web of thematic

dialogue occurs in Act II as the three cabins continue to search for some
resolution in their acceptance of death.

Maggie comments on the wiring

in the roof going bad and Agnes interjects, "It all went wrong."(66)
(Agnes refers to her relationship with Felicity.)

Immediately following,

Beverly asks Mark, "You're sure he's all right?"(66)

The orchestration

of the play's overlapping dialogue allows the characters to progress at a
simultaneous rate.

This process offers both a personal and universal

perspective on death and dying.

The character's similar fears are dis

played through this method.
The fade-outs from scene to scene echoes a technique common to soap
operas.

In many instances a scene ends at a high moment of tension (e.g.

Maggie's exit after Joe realizes she hasn't told Stephen)
switches to another locale (Felicity's interview).

and immediately

The simultanaeity and

over-lapping of many scenes displays a variety of action that a television/
film nurtured audience accept.
The music underscoring the play, further draws upon the audience's
emotions.

The lulling effect created by the music is designed to sooth

the spectator's emotions and, thus, gear them to empathize with the
characters.

This is another common practice in television and film.

Cristofer periodically employs a technique whereby one character will
make reference to a statement made earlier.

In Joe's interview, the Inter

viewer comments that, "You seem fine." (10)

Later, when Maggie is flustered
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to find excuses, she responds, "but you look real good.: (18)
stresses the commonality of this statement through repetition.

Cristofer
In Brian's

interview, he refers to his former life as "idiotic, in the Greek sense
of the word."(20)

Soon after, the Interviewer echoes this expression in

reference to Mark, "I have him down as a friend . . .

In the Greek sense

of the word."(21)
Another means by which Cristofer repeats dialogue to achieve emphasis,
is having one character finish another character's line.

In Act I, Joe

initially greets Maggie by continuing a common expression of their house
hold, "and don't give me any back talk or I'll split your lip."(14)
similarly concludes Beverly's line with, "Was my retirement."(39)

Brian
In both

instances this repitition of a wife's and ex-wife's dialogue, reinforces
the degree of insight each couple has for one another.
Cristofer goes even farther by beginning cabin one's scene with the
same word cabin two has ended.

Beverly calls after Mark as he storms out,

"Hey."', and Stephen immediately begins his scene with, "Hey!
bugged or what?"(27)

Is this place

The effect created is to achieve a unity for the three

cabins and enhance the humor of each situation; also a common television/
film occurrance.
Through the actual production of The Shadow Box, several humorous
moments were illuminated in what initially appears to be a melancholy play.
Maggie's reaction to Stephen's, "Is this place bugged or what?"(27), humor
ously amplifies the repetity of her life— "I brought some lysol."(27)
Cristofer intermittently infiltrates bits of humor to break tension or
to realistically render his characters.

Brian remarks to the Interviewer's

lack of concern over time, "Some of us are on a tighter schedule."(21)
The playwright clearly accentuates Brian's positive attitude.
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In cabin three, Felicity's raucous song becomes humorous because Agnes
begins with a religious hymn.

Cristofer emphasizes the contrast between

Felicity and Agnes and thus the situation periodically becomes humorous.
The tension present when Brian discloses his fear of being alone to Beverly
is broken by Beverly's line, "That's how I felt the first time I lost my
virginity."(43)

Cristofer's use of humor is both a means to find variety

in mood and an insight into character personality.
Some playwrighting techniques Cristofer used, created specific areas
requiring concentration in production.

A directing choice with the actress

playing the Interviewer was to incorporate her character entirely off-stage
through a microphone.

The absence of a character's physical presence

eventually confused some people.

I felt the ambivalence created by the

Interviewer's voice worked positively to encourage imagination.

The non

descript Interviewer also gave a sense of privacy to the patients and their
families.

This analogy might explain: The patients are like animals in

a modern zoo where observations are made from a distance.

Cristofer

attempts to clarify the Interviewer's status through the interviews, but
falls short in clearly explaining her role in the hospital's operation.
The Interviewer's role, therefore, develops too slowly and causes con
fusion, especially in Joe's and Brian's interviews.
Frustration for the actors playing Mark and Brian was the little
opportunity available to show their life-style together.

It is only in

the brief scene after Brian has wet the bed that the two men are seen to
gether.

The action of cottage two suggests that Beverly and Brian have

a much stronger bond than Mark and Brian, although the dialogue doesn't
support this assumption.

The deficiency in the script is that the conflicts

between Mark and Beverly force Brian and Mark to sustain from any open

I
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display of affection.
From reading an assortment of critiques on The Shadow Box, two
comments stood out as irritating to some audience members.

They were the

script's use of profanity and the literary illusions repeatedly made by
Brian.

In both instances, I felt they were necessary and served to educate

the naive spectator.

In defense of the play's mild use of obscene lang

uage, I can totally justify the reality of such language.

It appears that

Cristofer didn't want to color his characters incorrectly by ignoring this
natural occurance.

The necessity for an educated audience is underscored

with Brian's poetic and literary digressions.
The style Cristofer chose for The Shadow Box is easily comprehended
by a contemporary audience.

The empathy desired worked well with an

intimacy of the studio theatre.

Minimal problems did occur but were

overshadowed by the overall positive responses to the production.

As

one student commented:

I was very impressed with The Shadow Box. It was the first
play that I've ever gone to that really had any valuable
meaning to me. I really enjoyed it. It was humorous and
at the same time, meaningful. I left this play thinking
about it, and it will probably stick in my mind for a long,
long time.

A one-to-one interview would seem less ominous and more realistic.

The

exchange of dialogue between the Interviewer and the play's inhabitants
never clarified fully who this voice was representing.

If scenes between

two specific people took place, the audience would not have wondered about
religious implications created by the "voice from above."

Cristofer's

ambiguity with the Interviewer might have been a conscious effort to
reinforce the mystery of death.

The unanswerable questions about life after

death often times acquire a spiritual air.

The studies of Elizabeth Kubler-Ross
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substantiate this point.

Cristofer may have adopted a god-like image

purposefully, but not clearly.
The studio theatre was advantageous in creating the necessary intimacy
to draw the audience into the action of the play.

The performing space

held a one hundred and twenty-five seating capacity.

The walks of the

theatre were draped with a heavy velour material while the theatre's height
was approximately thirty-five feet on one end and twenty-five feet on the
other end.

A large portion of the production's effectiveness was because

of this aspect.

Some of the theatre's natural structure was utilized.

Two

pillars were transformed into trees while the heating duct was used as a
procenium arch.
With the advantages of intimacy came the disadvantages of minimal space.
Because the audience was only fifteen feet away and the procenium measured
thirty feet, a ping-pong effect was created.

As the action of the play shifted

from cabin to cabin, the audience also shifted.

The most desirable seating

was in the center which eliminated any need for audience movement.
The play's ambiguous resolution is frustrating.

However, the movement

of the play doesn't lead to any particular conclusion, but rather illuminates
the character's emotions and relationships to one another.
serve as role models:

Joe (to Maggie):

with it.

Don't make me do it alone." (79)

Look at it.

express similar feelings.
does not know prejudice.

"Try.

That's all.

The characters
Just try.

Live

Both Joe and Maggie

The common bond with these people is that death
It happens indiscriminately.

For this reason

Cristofer's overlapping dialogue in the final scene does tie these people
to one theme, coping with death.
especially felt contrived.
characters speak as a unit.

Nevertheless, the ending of the show,

In no other section of the script did the
The production had stationary positions for
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the delivery of these lines.

In retrospect, I would either build the

intensity by having the cast move into a uniformed tableau, or experiment
with a voice-over effect.

The length of the final sequence requires a

climactic ending.
Other less significant spacial problems included acting areas and
set construction.

A major problem occured when Maggie sat on the stump —

one section of the audience partially blocked her from the other section.
The wheelchair ramp on cabin three, also posed a problem because the incline
was a bit steep for Agnes' control.

Though acting areas were minimized,

however, they did give an illusion of space.

The actors were able to ful

fill blocking motivation by rationing the length of their movement.
In summary, the effectiveness of The Shadow Box occurs because of
the presentation of the theme of the play that overcomes the few weaknesses.
Many people refuse to think about death and dying.

Many try to shield

their children from the whole ordeal of death thinking they are doing the
best for them until they are more mature and can deal with it themselves
some day.

Many try to deny death by refusing to think that it could happen

to themselves or anyone they love.

This play makes an audience think about

what they might do in similar situations that the play presents.

People

should think about death happening not only to the cancer patient but
occuring in their own families.

Exposure to the ritual of death at a very

early age is positive because it is a part of life that each one will have
to go through at one time or another, just like birth.

CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY

The strengths of the script and production are discussed in the
preceeding chapters.
deserve mention.

The problems of text and production were few but

Those limitations concern several areas and are due

mainly to unclarified series of events.
with Joe's interview.

For instance, the play begins

The audience isn't aware of the interviewing

process which created temporary confusion.

A few relationships among

the characters were less defined than others. Brian was seemingly more
in love with Beverly than Mark through the amount of dialogue between
she and Brian.

The script's ending took on a much heavier stylization

than the preceeding events.

The flow of each cabin's separate action

into the vocal collage in the play's denoument, proved difficult.
In cabin three

the dying Felicity grasps onto life in the hope

that her favorite daughter, Claire, is coming to visit.

It is revealed

that the less favored daughter, Agnes, hides the fact that Claire is dead.
Agnes' purpose in life would dwindle if her mother were to stop living.
The recounted incident regarding Claire seems contrived.

Her death in

a car accident appears convenient for the advancement of cabin three's
plot.

In pre-rehearsal analysis I felt Cristofer could have made this

part of cabin three's storyline more complex and much more believable.
As the play is written, it appears that the playwright was not as con
cerned with the believability of cabin three's previous action.
The role of the Interviewer appears deliberately undefined.
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